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FIG. 2. Upper limits on  -ray flux from monochromatic line
signatures, derived from the CGH region (red arrows with
full data points) and from extragalactic observations (black
arrows with open data points). For both data sets, the solid
black lines show the mean expected limits derived from a large
number of statistically randomized simulations of fake back-
ground spectra, and the gray bands denote the corresponding
68% CL regions for these limits. Black crosses denote the flux
levels needed for a statistically significant line detection in the
CGH dataset.
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FIG. 3. Flux upper limits on spectral features arising from
the emission of a hard photon in the DM annihilation pro-
cess. Limits are exemplary shown for features of comparable
shape to those arising in the models BM2 and BM4 given in
[14]. The monochromatic line limits, assuming m! = E" , are
shown for comparison.

20%, depending on the energy and the statistics in the
individual spectrum bins. The maximum shift is ob-
served in the extragalactic limit curve and amounts to
40%. In total, the systematic error on the flux upper
limits is estimated to be about 50%. All flux upper
limits were cross-checked using an alternative analysis
framework [24], with an independent calibration of cam-
era pixel amplitudes, and a di!erent event reconstruction
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FIG. 4. Limits on the velocity-weighted cross section for DM
annihilation into two photons calculated from the CGH flux
limits (red arrows with full data points). The Einasto density
profile with parameters described in [20] was used. Limits ob-
tained by Fermi-LAT, assuming the Einasto profile as well, are
shown for comparison (black arrows with open data points)
[15].

and event selection method, leading to results well con-
sistent within the quoted systematic error.
For the Einasto parametrization of the DM density

distribution in the Galactic halo [20], limits on the
velocity-weighted DM annihilation cross section into  
rays, !  v"   !   , are calculated from the CGH flux limits
using the astrophysical factors given in [8]. The result is
shown in Fig. 4 and compared to recent results obtained
at GeV energies with the Fermi-LAT instrument.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

For the first time, a search for spectral  -ray signatures
at very-high energies was performed based on H.E.S.S.
observations of the central Milky Way halo region and ex-
tragalactic sky. Both regions of interest exhibit a reduced
dependency of the putative DM annihilation flux on the
actual DM density profile. Upper limits on monochro-
matic  -ray line signatures were determined for the first
time for energies between # 500GeV and # 25TeV, cov-
ering an important region of the mass range of particle
DM. Additionally, limits were obtained on spectral sig-
natures arising from internal bremsstrahlung processes,
as predicted by the models BM2 and BM4 of [14]. It
should be stressed that the latter results are valid for
all spectral signatures of comparable shape. Besides, all
limits also apply for potential signatures in the spectrum
of cosmic-ray electrons and positrons.
Flux limits on monochromatic line emission from the

central Milky Way halo were used to calculate upper lim-
its on !  v"   !   . Limits are obtained in a neutralino
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FIG. 10. 95% CL !!v"!! upper limits for each DM profile considered in the corresponding optimized ROI. Yellow (green)
bands show the 68% (95%) expected containment derived from 1000 single-power law (no DM) MC simulations. The dashed
lines show the median expected limits from those simulations. The solid gray line shows the limits derived by Weniger [20] (an
independent search for spectral lines from 20#300 GeV) when comparable ROIs and identical DM density profiles were used.
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FIG. 11. 95% CL "!" lower limits in R180 for an NFW profile. Yellow (green) bands show the 68% (95%) expected containment
derived from 1000 single-power law (no DM) MC simulations. The dashed lines show the median expected limits from those
simulations.
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F I G . 10. 95% C L !  v"!! upp er limi ts for each D M profile considered in t he corresponding op t imized R O I . Yellow (green)
bands show t he 68% (95%) ex p ec t ed cont ainment derived from 1000 single-power law (no D M ) M C simula t ions. T he dashed
lines show t he median ex p ec t ed limi ts from t hose simula t ions. T he solid gray line shows t he limi ts derived by Weniger [20] (an
indep endent search for sp ec t ral lines from 20#300 G e V ) when comparable R O Is and ident ical D M densi t y profiles were used.
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 many recent experimental progresses!

!

                   Decay: Buchmuller, Covi, Hamagushi, Ibarra, Tran 07’;
                                                         Ibarra, Tran 07’; Ishiwata, Matsumoto, Moroi 08’;
                                                        Buchmuller, Ibarra, Shindou, Takayama, Tran 09’; 

                                           Choi, Lopez‐Fogliani, Munoz, de Austri 09’ ;
                                                                    Garny, Ibarra, Tran, Weniger ’10; Ibarra Tran, Weniger ’13

                                               Annihilation: Bergstrom, Ullio, 97’ 98’;Bern, Gondolo, Perelstein 97’; 
                                                                                                                                    Bergstrom, Bringmann, Eriksson, Gustafsson 04’, 05’; Boudjema, 

                                                                                                                                        Semenov, Temes 05’; Dudas, Mambrini, Pokorski, Romagnoni 09‘;
                                                                                                          Jackson, Servant, Shaughnessy, Tait, Taoso 09’,’13; 

                                                                 Ramajaran, Tait, Whiteson ’12;
                                                                                                                       Ramajaran, Tait, Wijangco ’12; Cotta, Hewett, Le, Rizzo ’12;

                                                                                                                           Bringmann, Huang, Ibarra, Vogl, Weniger ’12;Weniger ’12; ....
                                                                                        

Many theoretical studies too:



This talk: the    ‐line decay production scenario

 unlike an annihilation the DM decay width is not limited by thermal 
freeze‐out cross section value (and possible loop suppressions)

 there exists a simple motivated framework for slow DM decay:

if DM stability is accidental just as
for the proton in Standard Model

UV physics has a priori no reason to respect an accidental low energy symmetry

UV physics  is expected to cause a DM decay suppressed by powers of UV scale

if UV scale is large the decay lifetime  is naturally very large

kind of intriguing coincidence:         
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~ experimental sensitivity today!

      Eichler; Nardi, Sannino, Strumia;
      Chen, Takahashi,Yanagida; Arva‐

             nitaki, Dimopoulos et al.; Bae, Kyae;
Hamagushi, Shirai, Yanagida; 
Arina, TH, Ibarra, Weniger;...  

dim‐6



Effective theory of DM decay into    ‐line(s)

 fully justified since UV scale expected much larger than SM and DM scales

!

 is practically feasible: not too many operator structures
 even if we allow for DM decay to a     !
and a new unknown particle as we
will do to be fully general

 Many criteria an operator must fulfill: ‐ must contain the DM field in a linear way

‐ must contain the photon field strength

‐ must lead to a radiative 2‐body decay

‐ must not have a one ‐to‐one correspondence with
another operator already in the list
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a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.
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setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)
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µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators
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By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate
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L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators
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and to 5 vector operators
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By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate
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# FDM
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Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators
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By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate
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# FDM
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L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators
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Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

List of possible dim‐5 and dim‐6 radiative operators

 for a scalar DM candidate:

 for a fermion DM candidate:

 for a spin‐1 DM candidate:

 dimension‐5  dimension‐6



Relevant questions

 bound on    ‐line intensity for each operator?!

 various correlated signals from each operator for a multichannel analysis?

 is an experimental operator discrimination possible? 

getting information on DM particle nature and UV physics at the origin of the decay

2 main ways:

from    ‐line features: their number, energy  and intensity

from associated non‐monochromatic cosmic ray production

!
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are

'%%/'%Z =
cos2 (W

2sin2 (W
F,

sin2 2(W

2cos2 2(W
F,

sin2 (W

2cos2 (W
F (28)
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2

Y !Y !2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(29)

with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has

'%"/'%"! =
'"!(2

'"(2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(30)

with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.

!

3 categories of operators:                               

FY,Lµ!F
µ!
Y,L

! DM ! !!

DM ! !Z
1)                            operators: give 2    ‐lines 

E! =
mDM

2

E! =
mDM

2
(1!m2

Z/m
2
M )

energy of first peak fixes the energy of second peak!

intensity of peaks also predicted:
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are

'%%/'%Z =
cos2 (W

2sin2 (W
F,

sin2 2(W

2cos2 2(W
F,

sin2 (W

2cos2 (W
F (28)
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2

Y !Y !2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(29)

with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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!
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Z

m2
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with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are

'%%/'%Z =
cos2 (W

2sin2 (W
F,

sin2 2(W

2cos2 2(W
F,
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2cos2 (W
F (28)
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2

Y !Y !2
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m2
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Z!
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with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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any %% final state.
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2
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with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are
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angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
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with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.
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with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.
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with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
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The remaining 15 operators, i.e. all the fermion DM par-
ticles’ operators Eqs. (6–9,17–22), and the scalar and vector
DM particles’ operators in (4–5,13–14, 23), give only a single
!-ray line, and would thus be excluded as an explanation to the
observation of multiple monochromatic !-lines. Of course, a
DM particle can always give multiple lines by appearing in
several operators involving fields with different masses.

IV. CONTINUUM RAYS ASSOCIATED TO A ! LINE

In the previous section we have seen how multiple ! lines
might allow to single out some operators. We will now fo-
cus on a feature shared by all operators in our list, which will
allow us to characterize them further: all allowed operators
that give a decay into a !-ray line will unavoidably also pro-
duce, with different amounts, decays into particles producing
CRs. This is a consequence of the fact that gauge symmetries
dictate the possible effective operator structures. It is particu-
larly clear that, if kinematically allowed, a Z boson is always
among the final states since the hypercharge and SU(2)L neu-
tral gauge eigenstates are made of a mixture of a photon and
a Z boson.3

This multiple final state property is the crucial one why, by
merely studying the corresponding continuum of CRs at lower
energies, we can put upper bounds on the possible strength of
the !-line signal for any given operator. In the following we
will focus our analysis on the large mDM ! 200 GeV mass
region, where the production of CR from a given operator is
unavoidable, i.e. mDM is sufficiently large so that channels
with up to two SM gauge bosons are kinematically fully open.
We will also make the assumption that the mass of any new
beyond SM final state particle is negligible with respect to the
DM particle, so that if the operator leads to several peaks, they
all show up at the same E! " mDM/2 and their contributions
are summed.4

Inspection of the full list of operators shows that there is
no single operator which can give a ratio of monochromatic
photons to Z production larger than (what we call prediction
A)

A :
n!
nZ

=
cos2 "W

sin2 "W
or R!/CR #

n!
nCR

=
cos2 "W

sin2 "W nCR/Z
, (31)

where CR = p̄,!c,e+, ... stands for any CR which could be
produced out of the Z, with nCR/Z the number of CRs pro-
duced per Z boson at a given energy. In contrast to the

3 This also holds for a DM annihilation scenario when the !-line(s) is induced
by effective operators [16–18] or induced at one loop in explicit models
[19–21]. This property is also characteristic of specific gravitino decay
scenarios [22].

4 If on the contrary the mass of this new state is close to mDM , some chan-
nels could be more phase space suppressed than others, modifying the con-
straints. Note also that, if one decreases mDM towards the mZ threshold,
the R!/CR ratio could go to zero or to infinity, depending on whether the
operator induces a decay to !!.

monochromatic !-line, the !c stands for the continuum of
lower energy photons produced by hadronization and elec-
troweak correction [23] connected to the production of Z
bosons.5 Given the fact that CR fluxes are observationally
bounded from above, this ratio sets the absolute upper bound
on the intensity of !-ray lines that a single operator can give,
to be determined below.

It is out of the scope of this work to list all the exact predic-
tions the various operators give for the monochromatic pho-
tons to CR emission (and the corresponding upper bound they
give, see Ref. [14]) because a single operator may give differ-
ent ratios depending on the quantum numbers of the particles
it contains, and the nature of the # or $ particles they might in-
volve. However the A$Ex,m,v labels we have put beside each
operator in Eqs. (1)-(27) allow already to see rather well what
is going on for each of them. Varying between all possible
multiplets in the operators, each operator turns out to give a
maximum ratio which is given either by A above or by one of
the four following relations

B : R!/CR =
1

nCR/Z
(32)

C : R!/CR =
sin2 "W

cos2 "W nCR/Z
(33)

D,E : R!/CR =
sin2 "W

cos2 "W nCR/Z + cW (nCR/W+ +nCR/W$)
(34)

with cW = 1/4,1 for D and E, respectively. Signal ratio A is
characteristic of operators containing only Fµ%

Y , B is typical
of those containing both Fµ%

Y and Fµ%
L , and signal ratios C to

E correspond to operators including only Fµ%
L . These bounds

are obtained assuming that the # and $ particles which may
show up in the two-body final state do not produce any CRs
(as could be the case for a beyond SM particle).

From these maximal ratios, each operator may give a R!/CR
ratio that can be smaller in three possible ways, if the extra
# or $ particle does decay to CRs (in these cases we put a
“x” index label), if the operator gives different ratios for dif-
ferent multiplets (“m” label), or if the R!/CR depends on the
(unknown) vev of a scalar field (“v” label). There are also
operators which give a totally fixed ratio. In these cases we
do not attach any index label. This is the case for two A type
operators and for all B cases.

The “x” and “m” variations of R!/CR that can arise for an
operator are relatively limited. Given the fact that in each case
there is already production of CRs from the Z (and sometimes
W ) boson, if we assume the extra particles “x” give an amount
of CR similar to what a Z or a W boson produces, these par-
ticles cannot modify largely the ratio. Typically, the change
is not more than a factor of a few or at most, in rare cases of
type A predictions, around one order of magnitude. Similarly,
among the different multiplet configurations that do lead to a

5 Final state radiation and internal Bremsstrahlung processes could mimic a
line-like signal. We do not account for these processes in the numerator of
the R!/CR ratio.
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2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)
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$DM
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Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators
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By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.
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the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
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(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
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# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

Classification of operators along the                ratio they give

           “m” label: multiplet dependence, 
      “x” label: CR from new particle

n!/nCR

“v” label: vev of new scalar dependence
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 -line, a given operator can have the R  / CR ratio varying by a
factor of a few up to at most a factor 5 − 6 (except for Eq. (18)
which allows a factor  10 variation because it involves two
fields on top of the D M and gauge boson fields). For exam-
ple many operators of class C with an index “m” may easily
give, for some multiplets, W ± bosons in the final state, in that
case the signal ratios can give predictions equal or close to D
or E . Therefore from these effects it is not possible to go far
below the maximum signal ratio, A -E, that each operator are
assigned. Only by varying the value of the vev of a beyond
SM scalar field can we go far below the operators maximal
R  / CR ratio value, which is only possible for the two “v” la-
belled operators in Eqs. (15)-(16). The latter possibility stems
from the fact that the Z +  production is proportional to m2

Z
whereas the  -line productions are instead proportional to the
vev of  , and thus disappear when the vev goes to zero.6

A s examples of “v” specific cases which necessarily give
ratios much smaller than the A -E predictions, let us consider
 being a triplet of hypercharge 2 in the operators of Eq. (15)
and (16). We call these predictions FY and F L respectively.
For these setups the  -line production is proportional to v2

 ,
whereas the Z  production is proportional to m2

Z . Since the
vev of a triplet is constrained to be small by electroweak data
(|v| < 4 GeV ), the R  / CR is suppressed by at least a factor
v2

 / m2
Z

< 10 − 2. A s a result, for example the FL case of Eq. (16)
lies a factor  1000 below the absolute one of case A for the
R  / CR ratio (and with a  -line intensity so weak that basically
it cannot be distinguished from the associated continuum of  
rays, see below). This shows that operators that give “v” la-
belled predictions crucially depend on the electroweak quan-
tum numbers of the particles involved and for some multiplets
predict very weak lines. A s stated above the same operators
of Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) can saturate predictions A and C (for
instance for  a SM singlet, whose vev can be large and break
an extra gauge symmetry, so that the D M particle can decay
to the associated gauge boson(s) and a  ).

V. GENERA L RESULTS

Once the ratio between the predicted line signal and the
lower energy energy continuum of C R is known, observa-
tional constraints on C Rs put indirect limits on the possible
strength of any associated  -line signals. In F ig. 2 we show for
the predictions A -E what are the corresponding upper bounds
on their decay rates   into monochromatic  -rays, imposing
that their continuum-part of C Rs are not overproduced. The
strongest indirect bounds we get on the  -ray lines are from the
PA M E L A anti-proton data [24] (dashed lines) or the Fermi-
L AT isotropic  -ray flux measurement [25, 26] (solid lines),
depending on the value of mDM .

The limits are obtained by taking ∆  2 = ∑ i (datai −
modeli )2 /  2

i = 9. Here “modeli ” refers to the sum of the D M

6 Note that for Eqs. (24)-(27) there is also a vev dependence but it is much
milder.
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F IG. 2. Upper bounds on the decay rate into monochromatic pho-
tons for the predicted ratios A -F. Dashed curves represent the indi-
rect constraints imposed by antiproton data from PA M E L A , whereas
solid curves are derived from the isotropic diffuse  -ray measurement
by the Fermi-L AT. The grey shaded area represents the direct obser-
vational exclusion region from Fermi and H ESS data.

signal and our background flux model, and the standard devia-
tions  i are taken directly from [24] and [26]. The anti-proton
flux can be well described by conventional astrophysics, and
above 10 GeV (where solar modulation has a small effect) the
canonical setup has relatively small uncertainties in its pre-
diction. We therefore use only data above 10 GeV, and take
our anti-proton background-flux model to exactly match the
observation in each energy bin (  2 = 0 by construction). The
origin of the isotropic diffuse  -ray background is still quite
uncertain and we thus take that background flux to be a com-
pletely free (positive definite) function of the  -ray energy.7

For the D M signal we take a N F W D M distribution (as in
[23]) and include the extra Galactic contribution using the op-
tical depth from Ref. [27]. The Galactic signal is not fully
isotropic, and we make the reasonable choice to consider the
D M signal from the Galactic poles (|b|  90  ). For the anti-
proton flux we choose the M IN propagation model (defined
in [23, 28]) to always stay as conservative as possible in our
below statements. For the M E D and M A X propagation mod-
els (defined in [23, 28]) the various A -F curves in this figure
would be approximately suppressed by a factor of 4 and 10,
respectively. A s F ig. 2 shows, between the A and E cases the
 -line constraint varies by as much as a factor  50.

In F ig. 2 these indirect upper bounds on   can be com-

7 In practice, this means we only consider the  flux from D M in bins where
it overshoots the observed flux when calculating ∆  2 (as  2 = 0 by con-
struction in the remaining bins).
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 -line, a given operator can have the R  / CR ratio varying by a
factor of a few up to at most a factor 5 − 6 (except for Eq. (18)
which allows a factor  10 variation because it involves two
fields on top of the D M and gauge boson fields). For exam-
ple many operators of class C with an index “m” may easily
give, for some multiplets, W ± bosons in the final state, in that
case the signal ratios can give predictions equal or close to D
or E . Therefore from these effects it is not possible to go far
below the maximum signal ratio, A -E, that each operator are
assigned. Only by varying the value of the vev of a beyond
SM scalar field can we go far below the operators maximal
R  / CR ratio value, which is only possible for the two “v” la-
belled operators in Eqs. (15)-(16). The latter possibility stems
from the fact that the Z +  production is proportional to m2

Z
whereas the  -line productions are instead proportional to the
vev of  , and thus disappear when the vev goes to zero.6

A s examples of “v” specific cases which necessarily give
ratios much smaller than the A -E predictions, let us consider
 being a triplet of hypercharge 2 in the operators of Eq. (15)
and (16). We call these predictions FY and F L respectively.
For these setups the  -line production is proportional to v2

 ,
whereas the Z  production is proportional to m2

Z . Since the
vev of a triplet is constrained to be small by electroweak data
(|v| < 4 GeV ), the R  / CR is suppressed by at least a factor
v2

 / m2
Z

< 10 − 2. A s a result, for example the FL case of Eq. (16)
lies a factor  1000 below the absolute one of case A for the
R  / CR ratio (and with a  -line intensity so weak that basically
it cannot be distinguished from the associated continuum of  
rays, see below). This shows that operators that give “v” la-
belled predictions crucially depend on the electroweak quan-
tum numbers of the particles involved and for some multiplets
predict very weak lines. A s stated above the same operators
of Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) can saturate predictions A and C (for
instance for  a SM singlet, whose vev can be large and break
an extra gauge symmetry, so that the D M particle can decay
to the associated gauge boson(s) and a  ).

V. GENERA L RESULTS

Once the ratio between the predicted line signal and the
lower energy energy continuum of C R is known, observa-
tional constraints on C Rs put indirect limits on the possible
strength of any associated  -line signals. In F ig. 2 we show for
the predictions A -E what are the corresponding upper bounds
on their decay rates   into monochromatic  -rays, imposing
that their continuum-part of C Rs are not overproduced. The
strongest indirect bounds we get on the  -ray lines are from the
PA M E L A anti-proton data [24] (dashed lines) or the Fermi-
L AT isotropic  -ray flux measurement [25, 26] (solid lines),
depending on the value of mDM .

The limits are obtained by taking ∆  2 = ∑ i (datai −
modeli )2 /  2

i = 9. Here “modeli ” refers to the sum of the D M

6 Note that for Eqs. (24)-(27) there is also a vev dependence but it is much
milder.
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F IG. 2. Upper bounds on the decay rate into monochromatic pho-
tons for the predicted ratios A -F. Dashed curves represent the indi-
rect constraints imposed by antiproton data from PA M E L A , whereas
solid curves are derived from the isotropic diffuse  -ray measurement
by the Fermi-L AT. The grey shaded area represents the direct obser-
vational exclusion region from Fermi and H ESS data.

signal and our background flux model, and the standard devia-
tions  i are taken directly from [24] and [26]. The anti-proton
flux can be well described by conventional astrophysics, and
above 10 GeV (where solar modulation has a small effect) the
canonical setup has relatively small uncertainties in its pre-
diction. We therefore use only data above 10 GeV, and take
our anti-proton background-flux model to exactly match the
observation in each energy bin (  2 = 0 by construction). The
origin of the isotropic diffuse  -ray background is still quite
uncertain and we thus take that background flux to be a com-
pletely free (positive definite) function of the  -ray energy.7

For the D M signal we take a N F W D M distribution (as in
[23]) and include the extra Galactic contribution using the op-
tical depth from Ref. [27]. The Galactic signal is not fully
isotropic, and we make the reasonable choice to consider the
D M signal from the Galactic poles (|b|  90  ). For the anti-
proton flux we choose the M IN propagation model (defined
in [23, 28]) to always stay as conservative as possible in our
below statements. For the M E D and M A X propagation mod-
els (defined in [23, 28]) the various A -F curves in this figure
would be approximately suppressed by a factor of 4 and 10,
respectively. A s F ig. 2 shows, between the A and E cases the
 -line constraint varies by as much as a factor  50.

In F ig. 2 these indirect upper bounds on   can be com-

7 In practice, this means we only consider the  flux from D M in bins where
it overshoots the observed flux when calculating ∆  2 (as  2 = 0 by con-
struction in the remaining bins).
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 -line, a given operator can have the R  / CR ratio varying by a
factor of a few up to at most a factor 5 − 6 (except for Eq. (18)
which allows a factor  10 variation because it involves two
fields on top of the D M and gauge boson fields). For exam-
ple many operators of class C with an index “m” may easily
give, for some multiplets, W ± bosons in the final state, in that
case the signal ratios can give predictions equal or close to D
or E . Therefore from these effects it is not possible to go far
below the maximum signal ratio, A -E, that each operator are
assigned. Only by varying the value of the vev of a beyond
SM scalar field can we go far below the operators maximal
R  / CR ratio value, which is only possible for the two “v” la-
belled operators in Eqs. (15)-(16). The latter possibility stems
from the fact that the Z +  production is proportional to m2

Z
whereas the  -line productions are instead proportional to the
vev of  , and thus disappear when the vev goes to zero.6

A s examples of “v” specific cases which necessarily give
ratios much smaller than the A -E predictions, let us consider
 being a triplet of hypercharge 2 in the operators of Eq. (15)
and (16). We call these predictions FY and F L respectively.
For these setups the  -line production is proportional to v2

 ,
whereas the Z  production is proportional to m2

Z . Since the
vev of a triplet is constrained to be small by electroweak data
(|v| < 4 GeV ), the R  / CR is suppressed by at least a factor
v2

 / m2
Z

< 10 − 2. A s a result, for example the FL case of Eq. (16)
lies a factor  1000 below the absolute one of case A for the
R  / CR ratio (and with a  -line intensity so weak that basically
it cannot be distinguished from the associated continuum of  
rays, see below). This shows that operators that give “v” la-
belled predictions crucially depend on the electroweak quan-
tum numbers of the particles involved and for some multiplets
predict very weak lines. A s stated above the same operators
of Eq. (15) and Eq. (16) can saturate predictions A and C (for
instance for  a SM singlet, whose vev can be large and break
an extra gauge symmetry, so that the D M particle can decay
to the associated gauge boson(s) and a  ).

V. GENERA L RESULTS

Once the ratio between the predicted line signal and the
lower energy energy continuum of C R is known, observa-
tional constraints on C Rs put indirect limits on the possible
strength of any associated  -line signals. In F ig. 2 we show for
the predictions A -E what are the corresponding upper bounds
on their decay rates   into monochromatic  -rays, imposing
that their continuum-part of C Rs are not overproduced. The
strongest indirect bounds we get on the  -ray lines are from the
PA M E L A anti-proton data [24] (dashed lines) or the Fermi-
L AT isotropic  -ray flux measurement [25, 26] (solid lines),
depending on the value of mDM .

The limits are obtained by taking ∆  2 = ∑ i (datai −
modeli )2 /  2

i = 9. Here “modeli ” refers to the sum of the D M

6 Note that for Eqs. (24)-(27) there is also a vev dependence but it is much
milder.
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signal and our background flux model, and the standard devia-
tions  i are taken directly from [24] and [26]. The anti-proton
flux can be well described by conventional astrophysics, and
above 10 GeV (where solar modulation has a small effect) the
canonical setup has relatively small uncertainties in its pre-
diction. We therefore use only data above 10 GeV, and take
our anti-proton background-flux model to exactly match the
observation in each energy bin (  2 = 0 by construction). The
origin of the isotropic diffuse  -ray background is still quite
uncertain and we thus take that background flux to be a com-
pletely free (positive definite) function of the  -ray energy.7

For the D M signal we take a N F W D M distribution (as in
[23]) and include the extra Galactic contribution using the op-
tical depth from Ref. [27]. The Galactic signal is not fully
isotropic, and we make the reasonable choice to consider the
D M signal from the Galactic poles (|b|  90  ). For the anti-
proton flux we choose the M IN propagation model (defined
in [23, 28]) to always stay as conservative as possible in our
below statements. For the M E D and M A X propagation mod-
els (defined in [23, 28]) the various A -F curves in this figure
would be approximately suppressed by a factor of 4 and 10,
respectively. A s F ig. 2 shows, between the A and E cases the
 -line constraint varies by as much as a factor  50.

In F ig. 2 these indirect upper bounds on   can be com-

7 In practice, this means we only consider the  flux from D M in bins where
it overshoots the observed flux when calculating ∆  2 (as  2 = 0 by con-
struction in the remaining bins).
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FIG. 3. Same as for Fig. 2 but for SM final states. Note that only the
Ee,µ,! and not the De,µ,! predictions have been plotted for readability
sake, but their ratios are the same as the E to D ratio that can be found
in Fig. 2.

sible effective operators for these hyperchargeless multiplets
is given in Table I.

For the inert scalar doublet case one can get A, B, E or
new lengthy predictions [14] from the ”v” labelled operators
in Eqs. (15)-(16), which we call GI/IR

Y and GI/IR
L and depend

on whether the DM particle is made of the real (R), of the
imaginary (I), or of both components (RI) of the neutral com-
ponent of the inert doublet (taking the SM scalar vev to be
real by convention). Depending on whether the "5 term in the
tree-level scalar potential gives a positive, negative or vanish-
ing mass splitting between the two neutral components (see
e.g. [30]), these GI/IR predictions are different because, as for
the "5 term, these two operators break the Peccei-Quinn type
symmetry between these two components. The signal to op-
erator dictionary for this case is given in Table II.

Fig. 3 shows that, similarly to what one observed in Fig. 2,
almost all cases with only SM final states have potential #-ray
line signal strengths that are not restricted by their associated
continuum of CRs. The only exception where actual direct
limit on a #-line are weaker is for the GL cases – mainly be-
cause the photon-line emission for this “v” labelled operator
in Eq. (16), is suppressed by a factor of T 2

3 = 1/4 with respect
to the W+W! emission.

Note that for the cases with prompt charged leptons in the
final state, leading to (D/E)e,µ,! predictions shown in Fig. 3,
we have checked that the # flux from inverse Compton inter-
actions of these leptons can be neglected. As for the observa-
tional positron and electron constraints [32–34], they turn out
to not give any further bounds here.

Note finally that in Table. 1 there is a case where the DM
field is a quintuplet. Assuming that there is no beyond the

Signal R#/CR Operator in Eq. Quantum no. (n,Y )

A (1) $DM =(1,0)
(17) %DM=(1,0), (3,0)

Ah (24),(26) VDM = (1,0), H̄H = (1,0)
B (2) $DM=(1,0), (3,0)
C (18) %DM =(3,0), %̄lH = (1,0)
Ch (25),(27) VDM = (1,0), H̄H = (3,0)
D (18) %DM =(5,0)
Dl (18) %DM =(3,0), %DMH = (2/4,0)
E (18) %DM =(1,0)
El (18) %DM =(3,0), %̄l%DM = (2/4,1)
no-lines (3) $DM=(3,0)

(18) %DM =(3,0), %̄lH = (1/3,0)

TABLE I. All possible signal scenarios for a hyperchargeless
DM candidates decaying into SM particles. The labels of the
monochromatic-line to cosmic-ray signal ratios R#/CR are explained
in Eq. (31) - (34) and in the text of Sec. VI.

Signal R#/CR Operator in Eq. Quantum no. (n,Y )

A (10) –
B (11) –
E (12) FLFL = (1/5,0), $DMFL = (2/4,!1)
GI/IR

Y (15) DM" Im
!
&0

DM
"
/ Re+Im

!
&0

DM
"

GI/IR
L (16) DM" Im

!
&0

DM
"
/ Re+Im

!
&0

DM
"

no-lines (12) FLFL = (3,0)
(15), (16) DM" Re

!
&0

DM
"

TABLE II. Similarly to Table I, all possible signal scenarios for an
inert scalar doublet $DM " (2,1) decaying into SM particles.

SM fields other than this quintuplet, this is the quintuplet of
the “minimal DM” setup [31]. The neutral component of this
quintuplet is naturally stable enough because ”accidentally” it
cannot appear in any operator of dimension less than 6. Ta-
ble. 1 shows that it can lead to a #-line through the operator of
Eq. (18), leading to prediction Ee,µ,! depending on which SM
lepton doublet is considered in the operator, see Fig. 3.

VII. A FEW FINAL COMMENTS

In Figs. 2 and 3 we took into account only the full list of
two-body decays the various operators give. This is expected
to be a good approximation, except for the following case:
if the two-body decays proceed through the vev of a scalar
and if the DM mass is far above the value of this vev. In
this case, if the three-body decay is kinematically allowed,
the two to three-body decay-width ratio is expected to be of
order # 48'2$$%2/m2

DM . Finally note that a UV theory is of
course not necessarily expected to induce only one relevant
operator. In presence of several operators the CR production
could be easily boosted relatively to the #-line signal, so that
the A to G #-line bounds in Figs. 2 and 3 would lower accord-

! + h (withFµ!
Y )

! + h (withFµ!
L )



What if UV physics generates several operators in correlated way?

 in most situations it marginally changes the CR constraints

 example: L ! a

!2
UV

!DM!FY µ!F
µ!
Y +

b

!2
UV

!DM!FY µ!F
µ!
L +

c

!2
UV

!DM!FLµ!F
µ!
L

                 to reduce CR emission one needs to 
suppress several channels: !Z, ZZ, W+W!, ...

                 impossible or at the price of several fine‐tunings



        if DM is a massive gauge boson, abelian or non abelian

a gauged SU(2) + SSB from a scalar doublet !

gets a vev! v!

  3 massive gauge bosons V + a real scalari !
mV =

g!v!

2

! =

Vi ! !!, ...

L = !1
4
Fµ!aF a

µ! + (Dµ!)†(Dµ!)! µ2
"!†!! ""(!†!)2

m! =
!

2!" v"

(V µ
1 , V µ

2 , V µ
3 ) =

“Hidden vector”: accidental custodial symmetry          

  stable due to residual SU(2) custodial sym. 

triplet
singlet

forbidden:

LHiggs portal = !!m"†"H†H  + communication with the SM through Higgs portal:

relic density, direct detection, ...

 TH 08’; TH, Tytgat 09’
                                Arina, TH, Ibarra, Weniger 10’

An explicit example of accidental symmetry setup: hidden vector DM
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F igure 1: Predict ions for case A , benchmark 1, with  D M = 1.7 ! 1028 s (! = 2.9 !
1015 G e V ). T he upper panels show the positron fract ion (left ) and the total electron +
positron flux (right ) compared with experimental data. Dashed lines show the adopted
astrophysical background, solid lines are background + dark mat ter signal (which overlap
the background in this plot). T he lower left panel shows the gamma-ray signal from dark
mat ter decay, whereas the lower right panel shows the p̄/p-rat io: background (dashed
line) and overall flux (solid lines, again ident ical with background).

Case D. T his operator, see E q. (2.7), is part icularly interest ing since it induces a kinet ic
mixing between the U (1)Y of hypercharge and one of the hidden SU (2) gauge bosons.
A s a result two-body decay modes into lepton and quark pairs are allowed, in contrast
to the other operators. T his leads to interest ing implicat ions for the electron / positron
flux that will be discussed short ly below.

Here we first ly emphasize that again the operator also predicts two-body decay into
 h, which could be observable in di"erent parts of the parameter space. T he inverse
decay rate reads, for M! " MA:

#(A #   )!1 = 2.4 ! 1028 s
!

!

7 ! 1015 G e V

"4 !1 Te V
v"

"2 !300 G e V
MA

"3

, (3.5)

and shows that the line could be observed by Fermi L A T for scales of the custodial
symmetry breaking close to the G rand U nificat ion scale. For these large lifet imes around
1028 s contribut ions to the ant i-mat ter channel would be negligible. However, if the line
lies above around 300 G e V and out of reach of Fermi L A T , shorter lifet imes cannot be
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Figure 2: Like Fig. 1, but for case A, benchmark 2, with !DM = 1.1 ! 1027 s (! =

3.7 ! 1015 GeV). The yellow band shows the uncertainty in the anti-proton flux due to

the propagation model parameters.

excluded and the anti-matter fluxes can be sizeable.

3.3 Positron flux

Here we will briefly discuss the predictions for the anti-matter fluxes concentrating on

case D, since this operator features two-body decay into fermions pairs due to e"ective

kinetic mixing between hidden sector and the hypercharge U(1)Y . The corresponding

branching ratios are listed in Tab. 4. In the cases with lower dark matter mass, the

branching ratio into hard leptons (and in particular electrons) is sizable. Namely, in the

limit MA " MZ the inverse decay rate into charged lepton pairs is given by

#(A # "+"!)!1 = 2.6! 1027 s

!
!

7! 1015 GeV

"4 !1TeV

v!

"4 !300GeV

MA

"
, (3.6)

which can produce a steep rise in the observed positron fraction for values of the scale

of custodial symmetry breaking of the order of the Grand Unification scale.

As an example, we show in Fig. 5 the predictions for the cosmic ray fluxes for

benchmark point 2. For a scale of custodial symmetry breaking ! = 7.2!1015 GeV, which

is close to the Grand Unification scale, the gamma ray spectrum shows a intense gamma-

ray line at 300 GeV, in agreement with current observations. On the other hand, the
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F igure 4: L ike F ig. 1, but for case C , benchmark 4, with  D M = 1.6 ! 1027 s (! =
1.2 ! 1016 G e V ).

B enchmark Z  Zh   W +W!   ̄ e + e! uū dd̄

1 0.01 0.005 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.39 0.29 0.15
2 0.019 0.004 0.036 0.014 0.072 0.35 0.39 0.12
3 0.22 0.0002 0.73 0.0005 0.003 0.016 0.018 0.005

Table 4: B ranching Rat ios for C ase D .

Discussion. I t is intriguing that the product ion of a  -ray line is a generic predict ion
for all possible operators that may mediate the decay of the SU (2) H S dark mat ter gauge
bosons. For values of the custodial symmetry breaking scale near to the G rand U nificat ion
scale, and for dark mat ter masses around 400 G e V and below, this line could be in reach of
sensit ivity of the Fermi L A T gamma-ray line searches. O n the other hand, a product ion of
an observable amount of electrons and positrons or ant i-protons is very model dependent .
In most cases electrons and positrons are produced in the fragmentat ion of scalar or
vector bosons and lead to a very flat spectrum. A n interest ing except ion occurs for
the operator case D which features two-body decay modes into lepton pairs. In this
case the produced positron spectrum can rise more steeply, but , when also taking other
observat ions into account , st ill not enough to explain the PA M E L A observat ions alone.
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Figure 5: Like Fig. 1, but for case D, benchmark 2, with !DM = 6.7 ! 1026 s (! =

1.5! 1016 GeV).

4 E!ects of the annihilation processes with one dark

matter particle in the final state

The model considered above has the interesting and rather peculiar property that it

allows annihilation processes with one dark matter particle in the final state, i.e. AiAj "
Ak" annihilations via an intermediate Ak, Fig. 2 of [1]. In ordinary models based on a Z2

symmetry such processes are strictly forbidden, they would be equivalent to Z2 breaking

at the renormalizable level and therefore to fast DM decay. The non-abelian character

of the custodial symmetry responsible for the stability of the hidden vectors allows these

processes through the trilinear coupling L #$ 1
4F

µ!Fµ! # $1
2g"#ijkA

µ
jA

!
k($µAi!$$!Aiµ).

As pointed out in Refs.[1, 2] these “trilinear” processes do not bring nevertheless any

new radical change in the freeze-out mechanism. In the Boltzmann equations (where

n = n1 + n2 + n3 is the density of A states)

dn

dt
+ 3Hn = $%%iiv&

3

!
n2 $ n2

Eq

"
$ %%ijv&

3
n(n$ nEq) , (4.1)

these terms, parametrized by %ij, behave linearly in n$nEq, whereas the ordinary anni-

hilations, parametrized by %ii, behave linearly in n2$n2
Eq. Since n

2$n2
Eq ' 2n(n$nEQ)

near freeze-out, the relic abundance behaves as usual "DM ( 1/Max(%ij, 2%ii). However

these “trilinear” processes contribute with a rate expected to be similar to the one of
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operator II

mDM = 300GeV mDM = 600GeV

mDM = 600GeVmDM = 1.5TeV

! = 2.9 · 1015 GeV ! = 3.7 · 1015 GeV

! = 1.2 · 1016 GeV ! = 1.5 · 1016 GeV

                     C. Arina, T.H., A. Ibarra, C. Weniger 10’

! !DM = 1.6 · 1027 sec

                                               Annihilation: Bergstrom, Ullio, 97’ 98’;Bern, Gondolo, Perelstein 97’; 
                                                                     Bergstrom, Bringmann, Eriksson, Gustafsson 04’, 05’; Boudjema, 

                                                                            Semenov, Temes 05’; Jackson, Servant, Shaughnessy, Tait, Taoso 09’, ...

                                                                             one tree level exception: Dudas, Mambrini, Pokorski, Romagnoni 09‘                                            

                   Decay: Buchmuller, Covi, Hamagushi, Ibarra, Tran 07’;
                         Ibarra, Tran 07’; Ishiwata, Matsumoto, Moroi 08’;
                       Buchmuller, Ibarra, Shindou, Takayama, Tran 09’; 

                Choi, Lopez-Fogliani, Munoz, de Austri 09’ 

Intense     ‐lines from accidental custodial symmetry

(I)
1

!2
Dµ!

†D!!F
Y µ!

(II)
1

!2
F a
µ!

!a

2
"FY µ!

       Hidden vector: no reason that the custodial sym. not violated 
                                       in the UV         only 2 possible dim 6 operators: 

!



Summary

•  •  

Summary

                              A systematic study of   -line production and associated multichannel CR 
                        production can be done in principle and in practice for a DM decay:

- use of effective theory fully justified
- not too many operator structures

bounds from basically unavoidable CR emission are in most 
 cases slightly less stringent than direct   -line search bounds  

!

!

real possibilities of operator discrimination do exist:

- observing both a    -line and associated CR’s

- from number, energy and intensity of   -lines

!

!



           FERMI:  bound on decay lifetime to gamma line


